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We have examined
synaptic transmission
between isolated
pairs of chick GABAergic
amacrine cells, maintained
in sparse
culture and identified
by their binding of an amacrine
cellselective
antibody.
Using the perforated-patch
method to
whole-cell
clamp both cells of a pair, postsynaptic
currents
were examined for step depolarizations
of the “presynaptic”
cell. Synaptic transmission,
frequently
reciprocal,
was calcium dependent
and reversibly blocked by bicuculline.
Postsynaptic currents, excluding
those due to ohmic electrical
coupling,
were elicited only for presynaptic
voltage steps
positive to about -40 mV and were always very noisy, suggesting that they were summed from relatively small numbers of quanta. Postsynaptic
currents continued
well after
the termination
of the 100 msec presynaptic
voltage step
when the step was to - 10 mV, or positive to this value. This
result is interpreted
to imply that presynaptic
calcium concentration
remains elevated after the membrane
is returned
to its holding potential.
When presynaptic
voltages were kept low or else presynaptic voltage was uncontrolled,
spontaneous
quantai events
mediated
by GABA, receptors
could often be seen. Quanta
rose quickly (less than 4 msec) and decayed with a mean
time constant of 19.3 msec. The amplitude
distributions
of
quanta1 currents were positively skewed, sometimes
showing rare quanta of exceptionally
large amplitude.
Peak conductance per quantum was about 300 pS, corresponding
to
the simultaneous
opening
of only 17 GABA, channels
and
corresponding
to a net flux of only 32 x lo3 Cl- ions per
millivolt of driving force. Estimates
of the maximum
sustained release rate at individual
release sites suggest an
upper bound of between
19 and 42 quanta per second.
[Key words: synapse, amacrine cell, retina, culture, GABA,
quanta/ transmission]

density (Gleason and Wilson, 1989) so that isolated pairs of
cells might form synapseswhosephysiology might then be examined with relative ease.This approach has been successful
elsewherein the nervoussystem(e.g.,Dietzel et al., 1986;O’Brien
and Fischbach, 1986;Bekkersand Stevens, 1990; Malgaroli and
Tsien, 1992) and has a precedent in the retina (MacLeish and
Townes-Anderson, 1988). We describe here the results of experiments in which both cells of an isolated pair have been
voltage clamped. We have concentrated on a recognizablepopulation of cells previously shown to have amacrine-like properties (Huba and Hoffman, 1990, 1991) and confirmed here to
be amacrine cells.
Amacrine cells form a diverse group (Masland, 1988) that in
the retina make synaptic contact with other amacrine cells, bipolar cells, and ganglion cells(Dubin, 1970; Wong-Riley, 1974;
Guiloff et al., 1988). The majority of amacrine cells probably
useeither glycine or GABA asa neurotransmitter although neureactive peptides are commonly found in these cells as well
(Brecha, 1983; Karten and Brecha, 1983; Li et al., 1985a,b).
Huba and Hoffman (1991) have previously reported that cultured chick amacrine cellsexpressreceptorsfor both GABA and
glycine. A generalfeature of amacrine cells is that, in common
with other retinal neurons, they signalwith slow, gradedpotentials, and though some are capable of producing one (Werblin
and Dowling, 1969; Barnesand Werblin, 1986)or a few action
potentials, with exceptions (Bloomfield, 1992;Wassleand Boos,
1992) they do not encode signalsastrains of action potentials.
It is presently unknown whether gradedpotentials or only action
potentials are sufficient to elicit currents postsynaptic to amacrine cells but the experiments described here would suggest
that presynaptic voltages greater than -40 mV, whether sustained or transient, increasethe probability of quanta1release.

Becausethe retina usessmall slow signals,it might be supposed
that its synapsesdiffer markedly from those elsewherein the
nervous system. Scrutiny of this proposition is made difficult
by numerous technical obstacles,not least of which is the difficulty of physiologically isolating a singlesynapsefrom among
the wealth of connections found in the retina. To circumvent
someof theseproblemswe have cultured retinal neuronsat low
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Dissociation and culture methods
The methods for dissociation and culture of embryonic chick retinal
neurons have been previously described (Gleason et al., 1992). Briefly,
8 d chick embryo retinas were dissociated in 0.1% trypsin (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) and seeded onto plastic tissue culture dishes (Falcon, Oxnard, CA) that had previously been coated with 0.1 mg of poly-L-ornithine/ml (Sigma). Cells used for immunohistochemistry
were plated
onto poly-L-ortiithine-coated
glass-bottomed dishes (Bray, 1970).
Retinal cultures were maintained in a medium consisting of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Sigma) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO. Grand Island. NY). 1000 U of oenicillin/ml. 100
pg of streptomycin/ml (Sigma), and 1 mM L-glutamine (Sigma). Cells
were plated at a density of about 2.5 x lo5 cells/35 mm dish. At this
density, it was possible to locate pairs ofamacrine cells that were isolated
from all other cells. The cultures were incubated at 37°C under a 5%
CO, atmosphere.
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Immunocytochemistry
Retinal cultures were fixed for 30 min at room temperature in a solution
containing 1% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
After washing in PBS, cells were preincubated for 1 hr in 5% normal
goat serum (Sigma) in the dilution solution [PBS + 1% bovine serum
albumin (Sigma) and 0.05% saponin]. This and all other incubations
were carried out at room temperature. The primary antibodies, monoclonal antibody HPC-1 (a gift from Colin Bamstable, Yale University)
and polyclonal antibody anti-GABA (Sigma) were incubated with the
cells for 1 hr. A similar procedure was used with the monoclonal antibody 5 l-3g3 (a gift from Vance Lemmon, Case Western Reserve University), which we used to identify bipolar cells in culture and which
was capable of recognizing them in retinal sections. The dishes were
then rinsed in PBS and incubated for 1 hr with the appropriate fluorescently labeled secondary antibody. After the final rinse, the cultures
were coverslipped in a solution containing 70% glycerol, 28% PBS, and
2% (w/v) N-propyl gallate (Sigma) and examined on a Zeiss IM 35
inverted microscope outfitted with an epifluorescence unit.

Electrophysiological recording
Retinal cultures were prepared for electrophysiological recording by
removing the normal culture medium and replacing it with the external
recording solution (see below). The tissue culture dish was mounted on
the stage of a Nikon inverted microscope and the cells were viewed with
phase-contrast optics. A reference Ag/AgCl pellet in 3 M KC1 was connected\ to the culture dish via an agar bridge made up with 3 M KCl.
Amacrine cells were identified on the basis oftheir anatomy (see below).
Patch electrodes were pulled from thick-walled borosilicate glass (1.5
mm o.d., 0.86 mm i.d.; Sutter instruments, Novato, CA) on a FlamingBrown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments). Tip resistance values
were between 5 and 10 MQ when measured in the bath. All recordings
were made at room temperature (22-24°C).

Solutions
Unless otherwise indicated, the following solution components were
obtained from Sigma and are given in millimolar concentrations.
Internalsolutions.
Normal avian internal: K acetate, 140.0; KCl, 10.0;
MgCl,, 2.0; CaCl,, 0.1; HEPES, 10.0; EGTA, 1.1; and ATP, 1.0. Cesium
internal: Cs acetate, 140.0; CsCl, 10.0; tetraethylammonium
(TEA) acetate,
5.0; MgCl,, 2.0; CaCl,, 0.1; HEPES, 10.0; EGTA, 1.1; and ATP,
1.O (for whole-cell recordings only). All internal solutions were adjusted
to pH 7.4 with KOH.
Externalsolutions.
Normal: KCl, 5.3; NaCl, 136.9; CaCl,, 3.0; MgCl,,
0.41; HEPES, 3.0; and glucose, 5.6. Normal TEA-tetrodotoxin
(TTX):
KCl, 5.3: NaCl, 116.9; TEA Cl, 20.0; CaCl,, 3.0; MgCl,, 0.41; HEPES,
3.0: zlucose. 5.6: and TTX. 300 nM. Low-chloride TEA-TTX:
KCl, 5.3:
Na-isethionate, ‘116.9; TEA chloride, 20.0; CaCl,, 3.0; MgCl,, 6.41:
HEPES, 3.0; glucose, 5.6; and TTX, 300 nM. All external solutions were
adjusted to pH 7.4 using NaOH. External solution changes were achieved
usine aravitv flow oerfusion. Bicuculline (3-10 UM), GABA (3 PM), TTX
(300-&), and Co;+ (3 mM) were all bath applied. Diazepam ‘(3 WM)
(Hoffmann LaRoche, Nutley, NJ) was pressure ejected through a pipette
situated next to the cell.
-.-I--

I

Whole-cell recordings
Standard whole-cell recording methods (Hamill et al., 198 1) were used
to study voltage- and GABA-gated currents and to detect discrete events
in single, isolated, amacrine cells. As described below, experiments involving cell pairs always employed the perforated-patch method for
both cells. Amacrine cell capacitance values were measured from the
patch clamp for each cell and ranged from 10 to 18 pF. Series resistance
values were monitored repeatedly during each experiment and generally
ranged from 15 to 30 MQ. The measured liquid junction potential between the normal internal and normal external solutions was -7 mV.
Current-voltage relations based on whole-cell recordings have been corrected for both series resistance and junction potential errors.

Double perforated-patch recordings
For detection of evoked synaptic currents, each of a pair of amacrine
cells was voltage clamped using the perforated-patch technique (Horn
and Marty, 1988). This configuration was used to prevent the dialysis
of intracellular components that might be critical to synaptic transmis-

sion. The pipette solution was prepared by mixing a stock solution of
nystatin (Sigma) at 50 &ml in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 1:2 with a
25 mg/ml solution of Pluronic F- 127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR)
in DMSO. This mixture was diluted then vortexed in the cesium internal
solution to give a final nystatin concentration of 200 &ml. Fresh internal solution was prepared from the nystatin stock about every 2 hr.
Recording pipettes were filled with nystatin-containing internal solution
and gigaohm seals were obtained by briefly hyperpolarizing (> - 100
mV) the patch prior to gaining electrical access to the cell. A slow
capacity transient usually began to develop within seconds of seal formation. After the recording had stabilized, values for the cell capacitance
were measured and these values fell within the same range as those
determined for amacrine cells recorded in the whole-cell configuration.
During the first few minutes of an experiment, the series resistance
value was usually too high to measure. Series resistance values were
checked throughout each experiment, and within about 5 min the series
resistance values commonly fell to about 70 MR but only rarely fell
much below this. An examination of presynaptic currents (data not
shown) revealed that Ca2+ currents dominate the presynaptic current
voltage relations in the solutions used in these experiments. Typically,
a maximum inward current of 100-200 pA occurred between 0 and
+ 10 mV, which we estimate would cause a steady-state voltage error
of between 7 and 14 mV. Since presynaptic currents were not generally
recorded, no correction for this error has been applied. Series resistance
voltage errors in the postsynaptic cell were small because total current
was always small (e.g., see Fig. 5A). As discussed by Kom et al. (199 l),
a junction potential is likely to exist between the pipette solution and
the cell interior. No correction for this unknown offset has been applied.

Analysis of quanta1events
Spontaneous postsynaptic currents were analog filtered using a four-pole
Bessel filter (Axon Instruments) at a comer frequency of 500 Hz to 5
kHz and digitally sampled every 0.1-2 msec before storage to disk. Peak
amplitude histograms of quanta1 events were obtained from the digitized
records using a computer program designed to find the maximum outward current relative to baseline current in a local region of the data
identified by the user. Event amplitudes below a criterion value set by
cell noise were ignored. This threshold for the reliable detection of
quanta occurred between 2 and 5 pA, depending on the cell.
Single quanta1 events were analyzed for rise time to peak and their
decay time constant. The lO-90% rise time was determined by first
obtaining the peak and baseline currents. Linear interpolation between
data points on the rising phase of quanta1 events was used to estimate
the times of 10 and 90% peak current.
The decay of the quanta1 events was well fitted by an exponential
function with a single time constant (1,). The time constant of decay
was obtained by iterating through a range of 7D values with the best fit
to the measured currents established by eye.

Results
IdentiJication of amacrine cells in culture
Cultures of neurons derived from chick embryo retina contain
several morphological
cell types. One class of cell that we could
readily identify was similar in appearance to the large multipolar
neurons described by Huba and Hoffman (1990, 1991) and
shown by them to possess some amactine cell-like properties.
In particular, that they accumulate tritiated GABA or muscimol
and have electrophysiological
properties
similar to those recorded from amacrine cells in a retinal slice. Evidence presented
below confirms the identification
ofthese cells as amacrine cells.
Using cryostat sectioned adult chicken retina, we have examined the specificity of the antibody HPC-1 that in the rat
retina recognizes a 35,000 kDa protein that is a marker for
amactine cells (Barnstable
et al., 1985) and has been used to
identify rat amacrine cells in culture (Akagawa et al., 1990). In
the chicken retina, the cell bodies and processes of amacrine
cells were seen to bind HPC-1 strongly. In addition, however,
some light staining of some cell bodies at the outer margin of
the inner nuclear layer could be seen (data not shown). This
pattern is, in fact, similar to that seen in rat (Barnstable et al.,
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Figure 1. Large multipolar neurons
bind both HPC-1 and anti-GABA antibodies. A, A field is shown that contains two large multipolar neurons after
5 d in culture. These cells have been
labeled with the HPC- 1 primary monoclonal antibody and a fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated
secondary antibody. B, The same two cells shown in
A are also labeled with a primary polyclonal antibody raised against GABA
and a rhodamine-conjugated
secondary
antibody. Both antibodies bind their respective antigens at the soma and at all
of the processes of each neuron. Scale
bar, 25 pm.

1985) and may imply that HPC- 1 weakly recognizes some horizontal cells.
When used on retinal cultures, HPC-1 bound strongly to the
large multipolar neurons (Fig. 1A) but not to cells that by independent criteria (Gleason et al., 1992) are known to be photoreceptors, or to cells that by their morphology and the binding
of the antibody 5 1-3g3 we classify as bipolar cells. Since we
infer from its binding to retinal sections that HPC-1 may recognize horizontal cells, an ambiguity attends its use on our
cultures. This ambiguity was removed by our finding (see below
and Fig. 9) that all large multipolar neurons expressed the benzodiazepine receptor, which is found on amacrine cells but is
known. to be absent from horizontal cells of the chicken retina
(Altstein et al., 198 1; Brecha, 1983).
Large multipolar cells contain GABA, the likely transmitter
of a substantial fraction of amacrine cells in the chicken retina
(Brecha, 1983; Watt et al., 1988). Double labeling with HPC-1
and anti-GABA serum showed that, as illustrated in Figure 1,
large multipolar neurons were almost invariably recognized by
both antibodies. In a sample of 98 that were HPC-1 positive,
an estimate of the percentage of cells scoring positive for GABA

gave a value of 90%. This value for dual labeling probably
representsa low estimate becausewhere the cellsare dense,the
apposition of an HPC- l-positive processalong an HPC- l-negative cell body could give a false HPC- l-positive
scoring.
Further evidence consistent with large multipolar cells being
amacrine cellscomesfrom their distinctive electrical properties.
It is generally accepted that amacrine cells are the first cells in
the visual pathway that normally produce action potentials.
Theseaction potentials are generatedby inward sodiumcurrents
(Barnesand Werblin, 1986; Eliasof et al., 1987), but becauseof
the relative voltage dependenceof sodiumand potassiumgating,
sustained,repetitive spiking is usually precluded. Using the current-clamp mode and whole-cell recording, current stepswere
applied to large multipolar cells in the presenceof normal external solution and with a normal internal solution in the pipette.
In thesesolutions, the average membranepotential was - 58 f
9 mV (mean + SD, II = 9). Figure 2 showstypical voltage records
in which outward current (- 100 PA) produced a voltage trajectory indicating passive charging of the membrane capacitance. Small inward current steps(+ 100 PA) produced a small
transient depolarization,
and larger inward currents (+ 700 PA)
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Figure 2. Large multipolar neurons produce single action potentials.
Whole-cell current-clamp records in normal internal and external solutions are shown for a solitary cell with a resting potential of -49 mV.
The injection of negative current elicited a passive voltage response
whereas current injection of 100 pA produced a small voltage oscillation
and 700 pA produced a single action potential in this cell. Similar results
were obtained in all of the large multipolar neurons examined (n = 9).

elicited a single spike. Repetitive spiking was never observed
in any of the cells examined for any value of injected current.
To discover whether action potentials were sodium current
dependent, we voltage clamped large multipolar cells and applied depolarizing steps from a negative holding voltage. As
shownin Figure 3, a brief inward current could be elicited when
stepping positive to about -30 mV. Since this current was
reversibly abolishedby 300 nM TTX, it is, asexpected, a sodium
current. An abrupt transition from no activated sodiumcurrent,
to a fully activated current, apparent from the current-voltage
relations for this cell (data not shown),suggestedthat the voltage
clamp of thesecells was lessthan perfect. Although with these
largeand fast currents clamp quality is poor, we show later that
when thesecurrents are suppressed,voltage and spaceclamp is
adequate.While 17 of 2 1 cells examined behaved asdescribed,
4 failed to show any inward current. Becausethese cells were
only found in dishespreviously super-fusedwith TTX, we attribute this result to the presenceof residual TTX that failed to
flush out of the dish.
Taken together the resultsdescribedabove constitute a strong
casethat large multipolar cells are amacrine cells, and we will
refer to them as such.
Many amacrine cell pairs are electrically coupled
To examine synaptic interactions between amacrine cells, we
chose isolated pairs of cells that appeared to be in physical
contact. Amacrine cell pairs were chosen according to three
criteria. The first consideration was the cells’ substrate. The
presenceof an underlying glial monolayer made it difficult to
determine the extent of a cell’s processes,soonly cell pairs lying
directly on the dish surface were selected for recording. The
secondrequirement wasthat no processes
from neighboringcells
be contacting the cell pair. Finally, cell pairs were selectedif
their processeshad multiple points of contact. Cell pairs with
multiple contacts or a single large area of contact were much
more likely to have functional synapsesthan pairs with scant
physicalcontact. On average,about 10suchpairscould be found
in each 35 mm culture dish seededwith 2.5 x lo5 cells. To
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1

2
r

WASH

1

Figure3. Large multipolar neurons have voltage-gated inward sodium
currents. A-C show whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from a large
multipolar neuron that were elicited from a holding potential of -50
mV with a 50 msec voltage step to - 10 mV. A, In normal internal and
external solutions, a quickly inactivating inward current was present.
B. In the nresence of 300 nM TTX extemallv. the fast inward current
was abolished and is therefore a sodium cur&t. C, Removal of TTX
from the bath gave partial recovery of the sodium current.
prevent the dialysis of cell contents associatedwith whole-cell
patch clamping, we used the perforated-patch variant of this
method (Horn and Marty, 1988), and to minimize space-clamp
problems and reduce channel noise, Cs+ replaced K+ in the
pipette solution and the external solution included 20 mM TEA
and 300 nM TTX.
In an initial survey of 103amacrinecell pairs, 6 1%were found
to be electrically coupled, with coupling conductancesranging
from a few hundreds of picosiemensto a few nanosiemens.In
all cases,electrical coupling was characterized by time-independent currents showing ohmic behavior but with no increase
in noise(Fig. 4). We consideredthe possibility that even though
the ohmic and reciprocal properties of this current are strongly
suggestiveof electrical coupling, an electrogenicreleaseof transmitter might alsobe involved. Such a mechanismwould predict
that absolutemembranepotential rather than the relative membrane potential of the two cellswould determine the zero current
voltage. In Figure 4C the current-voltage relations for a cell pair
are shown in which junctional current is expressedasa function
of the membranevoltage of the “presynaptic” cell. As expected
of simple electrical coupling, junctional current is zero exactly
where junctional voltage is zero, whether the absolute membrane voltage of the pair is -20 mV or -50 mV.
Chemical synapsesbetweenpairs of amacrine celIs
Chemical synapseswere detected in 55% of the initial 103amacrine cell pairs examined. Forty-nine percent of thoseconnected
pairs showedreciprocal synapses.In contrast to electrical junctions whoseprevalence wasindependent of the ageof a culture,
chemical synapseswere more frequently observed in old cultures. On day 5 in culture,

44% of cell pairs showed

chemical

synapseswhereason day 9, 73% of cell pairs examined were
participating in chemical communication.
In all cell pairs examined that showedchemicaltransmission,
3 mM cobalt completely and reversibly abolishedtransmission
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Figure 4. Many amacrine cell pairs are electrically coupled. A-C, Data were obtained by voltage clamping each of a pair of amacrine cells in the
perforated-patch configuration with Cs+ internal solution and normal TEA-TTX external solution. A, Currents recorded in the “postsynaptic” cell
in response to a series of voltage steps applied “presynaptically” from a holding potential of -70 mV in pseudorandom order. The holding current
has been subtracted from each trace. B, The current-voltage relationship for the data shown in A. Data are plotted as transjunctional current as a
function of transjunctional voltage (5 = VW,, - I’,,). C, For a different cell pair, junctional current is plotted as a function of the “presynaptic”
voltage step (the difference in definitions of the voltage axis accounts for the change in sign of the conductances between B and C). Holding potential
for both cells was either -20 mV (circles) or -50 mV (squares). The conductance of the electrical synapse was approximately independent of
holding potential and junctional current reversed when the transjunctional voltage was zero for both the -20 and -50 mV holding potential.
Points have been corrected for series resistance errors.
elicited by 100 msec voltage steps (Fig. 5; 12= 33). This rules
out, at least on the time scale of tens of milliseconds, the involvement of a nonvesicular
calcium-independent
release
mechanism reported in some retinal neurons (Schwartz, 1982,
1987; Yazulla and Kleinschmidt, 1983) possibly including amacrine cells (O’Malley et al., 1992). Of the 103 cell pairs of various
ages initially surveyed, 68% of the pairs that showed chemical
synapses also showed electrical coupling. In these cells where
electrical coupling could be clearly seen during hyperpolarizing
steps, presynaptic depolarization produced a postsynaptic transient inward current followed by an outward current (Fig. 54).
As expected, in these cells, cobalt selectively abolished chemical
transmission leaving a purely ohmic junctional current (Fig. 5B).
For simplicity, the experiments described here on chemical
transmission have been carried out largely on pairs of cells in
which no electrical coupling was seen, and because such pairs
were commoner in older cultures we have concentrated on these.
Except for the probability of encountering them, no differences
between young and old synapses were observed and results have
therefore been pooled. Since cells were put into culture on day
8 of development, a time prior to synapse formation in the
intact developing chicken retina (Hughes and IaVelle, 1974),
the increase in number of synapses with time probably reflects
the normal developmental program for these cells rather than
the repair of synapses broken by cell dissociation, or the persistence of a small number of synapses that survived this procedure.
Voltage dependence of transmitter release
We began an examination of the chemical synapses between
these cells in culture by looking at the voltage dependence of
transmission, as well as the general form of the postsynaptic
cells were generally held at 0 mV to
response. “Postsynaptic”
ensure a large outward current while presynaptic voltage was
held at - 70 mV except during steps to more positive potentials.
Since amacrine cells in the retina experience slow, graded signals, we have used 100 msec steps to evoke transmitter release.
Figure 6A shows typical postsynaptic currents from 1 of 38 pairs
of amacrine cells suitable for analysis. In all pairs examined,
synaptic current first became detectable for presynaptic voltage
steps to between - 40 and - 30 mV. At this voltage, postsynaptic
currents were small and slow to reach a peak value. Peak current
was generally reached sooner for bigger steps so that at + 10 mV
peak current generally occurred within 25 msec. Even for steps

to + 10 mV, though, a synaptic delay of about 6 or 7 msec was
observed.
As is readily seen in Figure 6A, postsynaptic responses were
graded with respect to presynaptic voltage and were very noisy,
being apparently made up of discrete events or “quanta” whose
frequency was a function of presynaptic voltage. Because of this,
peak currents showed considerable variance, especially for relatively small voltage steps (e.g., -40 and -30 mV), but as
illustrated in Figure 6B the trend was for peak currents to reach
a maximum at about - 10 mV and decline slowly for steps
positive to this value. A considerable fraction of the variance
between trials is eliminated by integrating postsynaptic current
as is shown in Figure 6C. It is clear from this figure that transmission activates smoothly from about -40 mV, consistent
with the gradual activation of a Ca*+ current. In all pairs of
cells, voltage steps positive to about - 10 mV elicited currents
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Figure 5. Chemical synaptic transmission is blocked by 3 mM CoZ+.
A-C, Perforated-patch voltage-clamp currents from a cell held at 0 mV
shown for the presynaptic voltage regime in D. A, In Cs pipette solution
and in normal TEA-TTX external solution, the presynaptic voltage step
elicited a biphasic postsynaptic current. B, Application of 3 mM Co2+
externally blocked the noisy outward component of the current but
spared the inward current generated by electrical coupling between the
two cells. C, after washing in normal TEA-TTX external, the noisy
outward current component returned.
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Figure 6. Voltage dependence of
transmitter release. A, Current records
for the “postsynaptic” cell of an isolated pair, both of which were voltage
clamped in the perforated-patch configuration. External solution contained
TEA-TTX
and the pipette solutions
contained Cs. The “postsynaptic” cell
was held at 0 mV while the “presynaptic” cell was stepped from a holding
voltage of -70 mV to command values, uncorrected for series resistance errors, indicated beside the current records. Voltage steps of 100 msec were
presented in pseudorandom order and
elicited postsynaptic currents in which
quanta1 noise is large. For the step to
-40 mV, a single quantum is elicited
approximately 40 msec after the beginning of the voltage step. Bigger voltage
steps produce more postsynaptic current that outlasts the step duration. B,
Peak current during steps is plotted
against step voltage. Data have been
averaged from six cells after normalizing their currents to a value of 1.O at
+ 10 mV. Error bars indicate the very
large$Ds that are largely attributable
to intertrial variance in the number of
quanta released. Solid line shows an arbitrary function fitted by eye. C, Postsynaptic currents from four cells, shown
with different symbols, have been integrated out to 200 msec from the end
of the voltage step. Charge for these four
cells has been normalized to a value of
1.O at + 10 mV. Variance is reduced by
this procedure. The solid line is an arbitrary function fitted by eye.
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As shown in Figure 7, normal external chloride (149 mM) is
associatedwith a reversal potential of about -44 mV for the
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that outlasted the presynaptic voltage step, often for hundreds
of milliseconds. As illustrated in Figure 6A big voltage steps
evoked a transient peak current that was followed by a decline
to a sustainedvalue over a time courseof about 20-30 msec.
A distinct peak was most clearly seenin those cells showing a
relatively large postsynaptic current whereas in those having
lessthan 50 PA, the noisinessof the current often precluded
discrimination of a clear peak.
The nature of the variance in postsynaptic current between
trials might be expected to reveal elementsof the mechanism
of thesesynapses,but we have not attempted its analysissince
experiments on four cell pairs suggestthat meancurrent is nonstationary. In these four cell pairs, stepsof 100 msec to + 10
mV were repeatedevery 3.9 set in the presynaptic cell. For all
four cellsthe trend over 10 trials was for smaller peak currents
and charge per trial. A secondprocess,one of augmentation of
total charge for the first four or five trials, wasindicated in two
ofthe four cells.To minimize the spuriouseffectstheseprocesses
might have on our examination of voltage dependenceof transmitter release,two different voltage protocols were employed.
In one, presynaptic voltages were chosen in a pseudorandom
fashion; in the other protocol voltages were systematically incremented. The resultsreported here obtain for both protocols.
Postsynaptic
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postsynaptic cobalt-sensitive currents (mean = -48.5 mV, n =
4). This value is more positive than the -59 mV expected if
chloride were the only ion carrying synaptic current. Since acetate is the predominant internal ion, a small permeability assignedto this ion would account for this discrepancy. If a value
for paC of 0.1 is assumed,consistent with the measurementsof
Bormann et al. (1987) for GABA, channels,then the predicted
reversal potential is -42 mV, closer to the observed value. In
all six cells, lowering external chloride from 149 mM to 32 mM
by substituting isethionate ions shifted the reversal potential
substantially positive (mean reversal potential = - 17.7 mV, 12
= 3) (Fig. 7&C). This result is consistentwith chloride being a
charge carrier for the postsynaptic current. The change in reversal potential, however, is lessthan expected (a mean positive
shift of -30.8 mV as against an expected shift of -39 mV),
even when a finite pAc of 0.1 is taken into account. A possible
explanation for this is that low-chloride solutions fail to completely replace the high chloride when perfused into the culture
dish. Experiments with dye flow through the dish revealed areas
where replacementtimes were long.
A characteristic of GABA-gated chloride channels is their
selective block by low dosesof bicuculline. Bicuculline methiodide at 3 or 10 PM was completely effective in 20 out of 20
cells at abolishing synaptic transmissionbetweencell pairs in a
partially reversible manner (Fig. 8). Bicuculline had no effect
on current-voltage relations in the absenceof synaptic stimulation. An important negative finding was that in the presence
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of bicuculline a postsynaptic current having a different reversal
potential was never observed, implying that GABA, receptors
alone mediate synaptic transmission.
As determined by autoradiographic labeling of retinal sections, GABA, receptors of chicken amacrine cells, though not
those from cells found in the outer plexiform layer, show benzodiazepine receptors (Altstein et al., 198 1; Brecha, 1983). To
establish the identity of our cells, we have used the benzodiazepine agonist diazepam, which has the effect of increasing the
mean open time of GABA, receptors in the presence of GABA
(Study and Barker, 198 1). Macroscopically, the effect of diazepam binding can be detected as an increase in the amplitude
of the GABA-gated current. As shown in Figure 9, which conNORMAL
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Figure 7. Reversal potential of the
postsynaptic current depends on external chloride concentration. A-B, Current records obtained from a cell whose
holding voltage was varied from about
-60 mV to - 10 mV. Presynaptic voltage was held at -50 mV and stepped
for 100 msec to +20 mV. Both cells of
this pair were voltage clamped in the
perforated-patch configuration with Cs
in the pipette solutions. A, In normal
TEA-TTX
external solution (149 rnM
Cl-) the postsynaptic current reversed
between -50 and -40 mV. B, In lowCl- (32 mM) external solution, the reversal potential of the postsynaptic current was shifted positive to about -20
mV. C, The leak-subtracted peak postsynaptic currents from the data in A and
B (including data from additional postsynaptic holding potentials) plotted
against postsynaptic holding voltage.
These Z-V plots interpolate to give a
reversal potential of -44 mV in normal
external solution and of - 18 mV in
low-chloride external solution.

sistsof five consecutive 18 set segmentsof current record, the
effects of 3 PM GABA bath applied to a putative amacrine cell
were enhanced during the pressureapplication of a solution
containing 3 PM diazepam in the presenceof 3 PM GABA. Of
nine cells examined in this way, all showedan enhancementof
GABA gated current with diazepam.
Quanta1events
Discrete outward currents correspondingto a peak conductance
change of about 300 pS could often be seenin amacrine cells
when no other cellswere voltage clamped.Since all experiments
wereconductedin the presenceof TTX, thesespontaneousevents
could not be the consequenceof presynaptic action potentials
but must instead correspond to single quanta. Single “spontaneous” quanta were also seenat low frequency in postsynaptic
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Figure 8. Synaptic transmission between pairs of amacrine cells is
blocked by bicuculline. A-C, Postsynaptic current records were obtained
with the same protocol as described for Figure 7 and with cells voltage
clamped in the perforated-patch configuration with Cs in the pipette
solutions. A, Postsynaptic currents were elicited in normal TEA-TTX
external solution. B, The postsynaptic currents were abolished in an
external solution containing 10 PM bicuculline methiodide. C, Removal
of bicuculline gave a partial recovery of the postsynaptic current. The
same effect of bicuculline was found for all 20 cell pairs examined.

DC&l
+
GABA

4,
a
10 set

Figure 9. GABA, receptors on cultured amacrine cells have a benzodiazepine binding site. Current records from an isolated amacrine
cell recorded in the whole-cell mode held at 0 mV with Cs in the pipette
solution. At the arrow, normal TEA-TTX
external containing 3 PM
GABA was flushed into the dish and was present for the remainder of
the experiment. During the time indicated by the bar, normal TEATTX with 3 PM GABA plus 3 PM diazepam was pressure ejected onto
the cell and augmented the GABA current. The record consists of five
separate 18 set data segments separated by short periods indicated by
spaces in the trace. The delay in the action of GABA is due to dead
space in the superfusion line and the dish.
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Figure IO. Quanta1 events can be resolved postsynaptically. A-C, Sets of
discontinuous 2 set current records were
obtained with both cells of a pair voltage clamped in the perforated-patch
configuration using Cs pipette solutions. The “postsynaptic” cell was held
at 0 mV, and the “presynaptic” cell was
held at -50 mV. A, In normal TEATTX external solution discrete quanta1
events can be detected. B, In the presence of 10 PM bicuculline methiodide
the quanta1 events were abolished. C,
Quanta1 events return after the washout
of the,hicuculline.
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cellswhen a presynaptic amacrine cell washeld at - 50 or - 60
mV. The “spontaneous” events seen under these conditions
were similar in amplitude and form to those elicited by presynaptic stepsto -40 mV and above (Fig. 6A), at least insofar as
it is possibleto resolve evoked responsesinto discrete events.
Further evidence that spontaneousquanta are the sameasthose
comprising the evoked postsynaptic current comesfrom experiments suchasthat of Figure 10. In this figure, 10discontinuous
2 set current records are shown for a presynaptic holding potential of -50 mV and a postsynaptic holding potential of 0
mV. The addition of 10 PM bicuculline to the bath (Fig. 1OB)
abolishedthe discretecurrent events and the effect of bicuculline
wasreversible (Fig. 1OC). Like evoked postsynaptic responses,
discrete events were outward currents positive to about -50
mV but reversed sign at potentials negative to this. It appears
then that the spontaneouspostsynaptic events also arise from
the activation of GABA, receptors.
The form and amplitude of quanta1events were examined in
11 cells selectedfor their low noise, though complete analyses
were not performed on all cells. Long records containing up to
500 events were taken for subsequentanalysisas illustrated by
a representativecell shown in Figures 11-13. Only those events
that were clearly isolatedsinglequanta were selectedfor analysis
of their waveform. The cell illustrated in Figure 11 showed
spontaneousevents that rose from 10% to 90% of their peak
value in a mean time (*SD) of 1.88 (kO.99) msec. This cell
showedthe fastest events of eight cells in which rise time was
closely examined. The meanfor all cellswas2.63 (kO.44) msec.
A singleexponential provided an adequatefit to the falling phase
of spontaneousquanta (Fig. 11B). The mean value for the cell
illustrated was 15.9 (k3.22) msec compared to the mean for
seven cells of 19.3 (k3.8) msec.
In eight cells where event rates were low enough for every
event to be resolved but in which a sufficient number of events
was recorded, peak amplitude histogramswere constructed as
illustrated in Figure 1IA. In the cell illustrated, the mean peak
amplitude was 256 pS. Presuming that the GABA, channels

underlying these quanta have a unitary conductance of 17 pS
as found elsewhere(Bormann et al., 1987) then the mean number of channels open simultaneously in the quantum is about
15 (mean of 8 cells = 17.5 channels opened).The distribution
of amplitudes, like those describedfor quanta in hippocampal
cells (Bekkers et al., 1990; Edwards et al., 1990; Ropert et al.,
1990) was in all cells positively skewed(Fig. 11A) through an
excessof large events that makes up the extended right-hand
sideof the distribution. In the distribution shown in Figure 11A
onevery largeevent (indicated with an arrow) would correspond
to the opening of 116 channels, 7.7 times the mean value. It
might be thought

that the excess of large events was due to the

simultaneousoccurrence of single quanta but a calculation of
the probability of this rules out such an explanation. In the cell
from which this figure was drawn, the time intervals between
events werewell describedby a Poissondistribution, supporting
the idea that events occur randomly. Given this, we calculate
that the probability
of generating a single 116 channel event in
Figure 11A by the coincidence of eight mean amplitude events

is 10~‘~. Another explanation for these large events is clearly
required.
By aligning 12 clearly isolated quanta at their peaks, it was
possibleto derive an averagedquantum waveform asillustrated
in Figure 11C. To offset the bias introduced by choosinggenerally larger than average events, the average waveform was
scaledto the meanpeak amplitude before numerical integration
was used to yield a mean quanta1charge of 5.1 fC per mV of
driving force. This corresponds
to a net flux of 32 x lo3 Clions per millivolt, per quantum.

Electroanatomy of amacrine cells
The cable properties of postsynaptic cells could distort the histogram

of quanta1 amplitudes

by reducing

the recorded

ampli-

tude of distant events. To examine this possibility, we used
whole-cell patch clamping to examine voltage trajectories for
small injections of current in current-clamp
mode (n = 19cells).
Figure

12A shows a typical

voltage decay that on a log voltage
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Figure II. Amplitude distribution of 490 quanta1 events from an amacrine cell recorded in the whole-cell configuration in normal TEA-TTX
external solution with Cs pipette solution and at a holding potential
of 0 mV (A). The mean quanta1 amplitude was 15.06 pA (? 11.34 pA
SD), with a mean conductance of 256 pS. On the same abscissa, the
number of channels open was calculated from the conductance of GABA, channels of 17 pS (Bormann et al., 1987). The arrow indicates the
occurrence of a single quanta1 event of amplitude 115.9 pA. The amplitude distribution of the baseline noise (+ 1.08 pA SD) is illustrated
in the inset and is taken from five 125 msec sections of the recording
that were apparently devoid of quanta1 events. In B, A single quanta1
event is illustrated, the falling phase being fit by an exponential function
with a single decay time constant (rD) of 17.3 msec. C, An averaged
waveform of quanta1 events was obtained by averaging 12 clearly isolated quanta aligned at their peaks, and then scaled to the mean peak
conductance of 256 pS. The integral of the waveform yields a mean
quanta1 charge of 5.1 fC per millivolt of driving force.

(msec)

Figure 12. For the same cell illustrated in Figure 11 using the same
solutions, voltage waveforms were generated by the injection of k50
pA current steps in current-clamp mode (A). The falling phases of the
voltage were plotted on a log voltage axis, and in B, a typical voltage
decay to a current step of + 50 pA is shown. The voltage decay is roughly
linear over 2 orders of magnitude. A best-fit straight line through the
most linear section of this decay (between the arrows) is shown, and
the voltage residuals for the whole curve are shown on linear axes (C).
Apart from a very fast component attributed to pipette capacitance, the
residuals do not indicate that other exponentials, and hence other electrical compartments, are present.

axis is roughly linear over 2 orders of magnitude
(Fig. 12B),
indicating
that the cell behaves as a single electrical compartment. A more detailed examination
of this question was performed by taking the straightest region of the plot in Figure 12B
(between 11.6 and 50.0 msec) and fitting this to a best-fit straight
line. The residuals for the whole curve were then displayed on
linear axes with the expectation
that separate electrical compartments would be revealed by further exponential
components. As shown in Figure 12C, with the exception of a very

conformed to this pattern, some cells with long, narrow dendrites were clearly not electrically compact by thesecriteria and
recordings from these cells were not generally made and were
not included for analysis.
A predicted consequenceof cablefiltering would be that quantal events of small amplitude should be slow relative to larger
events. For eight cells,rise and fall times of quanta were plotted
as a function of quanta1amplitude. The Pearsonproduct-moment correlation (r) was used to determine if there was a relationship between amplitude and rise or decay times. As illustrated in Figure 13 a strong negative correlation between
amplitude and rise times was never observed and for the data
illustrated a dependency can be ruled out at the 1% confidence
level (I = 0.125). Unexpectedly, a slight positive correlation
between amplitude and decay time was seenin somecells. For
the cell illustrated this wassignificant at the 1%level (r = 0.402),

fast component that is attributable to pipette capacitance, no

but we suspect that this correlation

extra exponentials

operator bias toward fitting shorter time constants to small-

may be seen. While

the majority

of cells

might be artifactual.

A slight
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Discussion
Electrical coupling and reciprocal chemical synapses,as we report here for cultured amacrinecells, are characteristicsof amacrine cellsin the intact retina. Electrical coupling betweenamacrine cells of the mature retina from several specieshas been
inferred from microelectrode recordings(Naka and Christensen,
1981) and from dye coupling (Jensenand DeVoe, 1982; Teranishi et al., 1984; Vaney, 1991) and is consistent with the
observation of gap junctions between amacrine cells (WongRiley, 1974).Extensive reciprocal synaptic connectionsbetween
amacrinecells have beenobserved in many retinas (e.g., Dubin,
1970). These reports are consistent with the idea that connections observed between amacrine cellsin culture are the appropriate onesfor these cells.
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Figure 13. Risetimesand decaytime constantsfor the samecell as

in Figure11for 49 quanta1eventsareplottedagainstquantalsize.Rise
timeswerecomputedasgrowth time between10%and 90%of peak,
interpolatingbetweendatapoints.

amplitude events where the decaying tail is more quickly obscuredby noisecould explain this dependency,but no systematic tests of this idea have been performed.
Estimation of maximum releaserates
Data on spontaneousquanta and on the amplitudes of evoked
currents (Figs. 6, 11) may be used to give an estimate of the
maximum quanta1releaserate at a single releasesite. If it is
supposedthat for a large presynaptic voltage step (seethe step
to 0 mV in Fig. 6A) one vesicle is simultaneously releasedat
every available releasesite very shortly after the onset of the
voltage step, then an estimate of the number of releasesitesis
given by the peak current divided by the mean peak current of
a quantum. For 11 cells, this number varied between 3 and 17,
having a mean of 9.3 releasesites.
This estimateof the number of releasesitesmay be considered
a lower bound to the number actually presentsincein order for
the estimateto equal the actual number of sites,all releasesites
would have to releaseon every trial. As illustrated in Figure 6A
for stepspositive to 0 mV, stepping from the presynaptic pulse
potential back to the holding voltage of -70 mV was not accompanied by a noticeable discontinuity in postsynaptic current; in fact, in this and the majority of cells examined, the
postsynaptic current continues as a plateau before falling gradually to zero. This is surprising since the presynaptic calcium
current must changerapidly immediately following the return
to the holding voltage. It is difficult to escapethe conclusion
from this that cytoplasmic calcium concentrationsaresaturating
the releasemechanismand some time is required before they
fall to subsaturatingvalues. An estimateof the releaserate during this period of maximal releasemay be derived by dividing
the postsynaptic “plateau” current by the meanchargeper quantum (5.1 fc per millivolt of driving force). For 11 cellsthe upper
bound estimateof the releaserate per releasesite varied between
13 and 43 with a mean for all cells of 25 quanta per site per
second.These are surprisingly low values, especially when it is
rememberedthat theseare maximum values elicited by unnaturally large presynaptic voltage steps.

Comparison with other synapses
Retinal amacrine cells, becausethey do not generally encode
signalsastrains of action potentials, might be expectedto show
differences in synaptic transmission relative to those cells that
traffic in action potentials. While somepossibledifferencesare
apparent, the similarities are strong.
Our finding that quanta constitute very small currents and
are therefore inferred to result from the opening of a small
number of channelsis consistentwith someother recent studies.
We estimate that an averagequantum entails the simultaneous
opening of about 17 GABA, channelsof 17 pS conductance
(Bormann et al., 1987). GABA, channelsof different conductance are known (e.g., Verdoom et al., 1990), and the exact
number of channelsper quantum dependson the presently unknown properties of our amacrine cell channels; nevertheless,
the number is certainly orders of magnitude lessthan the 2500
channelsopened at the frog neuromuscularjunction (Katz and
Miledi, 1970) the 1500 channelsper glycine quantum in the
lamprey spinal cord (Gold and Martin, 1983), or the 1600 per
glycine quantum at the goldfish Mauthner neuron (Kom and
Faber, 1990). In contrast to these high values, Edwards et al.
(1990)report GABA, quanta in hippocampal granulecellsopening fewer than 30 channelsand for hippocampal CA 1pyramidal
neuronsGABA, quanta are thought to comprise 12-20 channels
(Ropert et al., 1990).
Quanta1rise times of 2.6 msecand a mean fall time constant
of 19 msecare similar to thoseof CA1 pyramidal neurons(2.754 msecand 21-28 msec,respectively; Ropert et al., 1990).GABA, quanta in granule cells rise more quickly (< 1 msec) and
fall with two time constants, 2.0 msecand 54.4 msec(Edwards
et al., 1990). Only rough comparisonsof thesekinetics are possible since they were determined at different holding voltages
and the voltage dependenceof quanta1kinetics is not known
for any of these cells.
A clear generalization from our data is that quanta1release
can continue hundreds of milliseconds after termination of a
presynaptic voltage step, very likely reflecting a continued elevation of cytoplasmic calcium. At first sight this result is very
different from the situation at the squid giant synapse,for example, where local calcium concentrations are thought to rise
and fall on microsecondtime scales(Smith and Augustine, 1988).
The difference, however, may be more apparent than real since
presynaptic calcium channels in squid giant synapseare normally open only very briefly. However, when caged Ca2+ is
releasedinto the cytoplasm (Delaney and Zucker, 1990), Ca*+
clearance can be slow and quanta1 releasecan continue long
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after the release of Ca2+ has been halted. Whether calcium buffering and removal or the relative proximity of calcium channels
and release sites is genuinely different in these two preparations
will require closer examination.
Like the findings for GABA and glutamate quanta in the
hippocampus, we find that the amplitude distribution of quanta1
size is not Gaussian but is skewed by an overrepresentation of
large events. A presynaptic origin for this asymmetry, depending
on variance in vesicle size, has been suggested (Bekkers et al.,
1990). An alternative explanation assigns the variance to the
number of postsynaptic channels, which, it is assumed, are all
liganded during a quanta1 event. A key concept in this second
explanation is that postsynaptic receptors are present in one or
more multiples of a certain number corresponding to a standard
array. Some evidence for the definite peaks in quanta1 amplitude
that this idea requires has been found in hippocampus (Edwards
et al., 1990) but is not evident in our data (e.g., Fig. 11A).
Possibly, larger sample sizes would reveal these peaks more
clearly.

Functional significance
Our finding that evoked release occurs positive to -40 mV
implizs that the amacrine cells to which our cultured cells correspond in the retina may only rarely release transmitter. A
second unexpected conclusion is that quanta1 release rates at
individual release sites are low.
The conclusion that low release rates obtain at amacrine synapses clearly requires examination in the intact retina to rule
out the possibility that it is an artifact of cultured cells. Low
release rates are nevertheless consistent with the anatomical
picture of many amacrine synapses in which only a small cluster
of vesicles is seen (e.g., Dubin, 1970; Raviola and Raviola,
1982). Although electrophysiological data on amacrine cells in
the chick retina are lacking, some indirect evidence from other
retinas suggests that low release probability at synapses in the
inner retina might be a general phenomenon. Freed et al. (1992)
in a recent study modeling transmission to ganglion cells, also
conclude, based on the maximum measured conductance change,
that the probability of synaptic release from rod bipolar cell
synapses is low. Support for low release rates from bipolar cells
comes also from high-resolution, whole-cell recordings from
amphibian ganglion cells in isolated retinas or in retinal slices
(Mittman et al., 1990; Mobbs et al., 1992). In particular, Mobbs
et al. (1992) show that even for maximal light-evoked currents
in ganglion cells, quanta1 noise, presumably of synaptic origin,
can be large compared to the mean signal.
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